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Funny riddles with answers in spanish

Potatoes are covered in small eyes that are not really eyes at all. Instead, they are buds. Under certain conditions, the eyes will wake up and produce sprouts. Sunlight, warm temperatures and lack of airflow can all cause a potato to germinate. In some cases, it is good to germinate potatoes. You can place the potatoes and its sprout in
the ground and get a new plant and a new crop of potatoes—from it. If you plan to eat the potatoes, you do not want your eyes to germinate. Potato sprouts are poisonous, according to Medline Plus, and should not be eaten. When a potato's eyes begin to produce sprouts, the quality of the potatoes decreases. Eventually, a very sprouted
potato will be informed and rot. We need a new soundtrack for the office, something strong enough to pry off the earworm that is Jingle Bells as we prepare for the tax season. Our choice? Only the Lonely, arranged by Nelson Riddle and recorded by Frank Sinatra on an album of the same name. Extra bonus: LP's cover letter is the
inspiration for Riddle, a brush script font that's about to help us stylishly organize a mountain of receipts. Riddle is the work of designer Mario Arturo, with the help of Harold Lohner of Harold's Fonts. Between them, designers captured the spirit of the font's namesake, master music organizer Nelson Riddle. The brush strokes attach to the
high notes, bounce over and below the baseline, and still manage to arrange themselves lyrically on the side. Just seven letters from the LP cover inspired the 32 characters in this TrueType font set. The final set remains true to the original album cover. Pictured is Frank Sinatra dramatically lit and composed in Pagliacci clown makeup,
complete with pink lips and a matching pink tear line streaks over one eye. Match the feeling of tearing the line with letters extreme verticality. Now carry that inspiration over 25 more letters. No easy feat there, which probably explains why the font doesn't extend to a capital letter, numbers or punctuation. Despite his soulful origins,
Riddle's mood is far from gloomy. There are alternates for six characters, including charming f and r couples. The characters compose with loopy delight even as we write words like adjusted gross income, mortgage and maintenance. Who needs hats and a complete stop when trying not to cry over the injustice of love and taxes? Thanks
to Arturo and Lohner, tagging folders are hip again! Riddle is licensed for personal use only, but that's not the only limitation. This display font won't sing along with serious text jobs, but it will swing in short bursts at point sizes as low as 24 and really start singing at 48.To think the quest for a new soundtrack led to a new love! Riddle,
you've put that wonderful back to work. We're so glad we took you out for a ride. Note: To use this font, unpack the folder and install .ttf in the C:\Windows\Fonts folder. Note that the fonts do not appear in your until you close and and them.--Kate Godfrey Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small
commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Hip and lyrical, this little TrueType font has great connections. Fifties styling as smooth as a particular crooner. No capital letters, punctuation, or numbers. Jupiterimages/BananaStock / Getty Images Plus/Getty Images The answer to the riddle What's too much for one, enough for
two but not enough for three? is a secret. The riddle refers to the fact that when a person has a secret, he is desperate to tell anyone about it; But when three people know it, it's no longer a secret. As Benjamin Franklin said in Poor Richard's Almanac: Three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead. According to encyclopedia Britannica,
an enigmatic is a deliberately enigmatic or ambiguous question that requires a thoughtful and usually witty answer. Researchers generally recognize two main forms of mystery: the cunning or witty question and descriptive conundrum, which usually describes an animal or object in an intentionally enigmatic manner. RD.COM Jokes
RiddlerThis: why are our riddles so funny? These riddles will keep your brain sharp. Choose from our collection of simple riddles and tricky riddles. You measure my life by hours and I serve you by going out. I'm fast when I'm thin and slow when I'm fat. The wind is my enemy. Hard riddles want to get you up, and this one works by hitting
you with details from all angles. The great insinuation comes at the end with the wind. What threatens the wind the most? You have to stretch your brain to come up with a slightly small and unexpected. Answer: A light. Q. You'll find me in December, but not in any other month. What am I? A. Letter D! Q. I don't weigh anything, but you can
still see me. If you put me in a bucket, I'll make the bucket lighter. What am I? A. A hole! Source: Brainzilla Q. I'm a word that begins with the letter I. If you add the letter A to me, I become a new word with a different meaning, but it sounds exactly the same. What word am I? A. Isle (add A to do Gait) Q. A prisoner is forced to enter one of
three rooms, but he can choose which room. The first room is burning with fire. The other is rigged with explosives that will go off as soon as he enters. The third contains a pair of lions that haven't eaten in years. Which room should he choose to survive? A. The third room—all lions that hadn't eaten in years would be dead! Source:
Twenty Two Words Q. A man washes windows on the 25th floor of an apartment building. Suddenly he slips and falls. He has nothing to quell his fall, and no safety equipment-but he is not injured. How is this possible? A. He washes windows inside the building. Source: Twenty Two Words Q. Which rock group consists of four famous
men, but none of them sing? A. The faces of Mount Rushmore! Source: Twenty Two Words Q. I have hundreds of wheels, but move, I don't. Call me what I Call me a one What am I? A. A parking garage/lot Source: Playbuzz Q. What question can you never answer Yes to? A. What does N-O spell? Q. Which five-letter word will be shorter
if you add two letters to it? A. Short (add +er)! Q. A horse attached to a 24-foot chain sees an apple 26 feet away. How can the horse reach the apple? A. The horse just goes over to it, takes the chain with it-chain is not attached to anything! Q. I'm the size of an elephant, but I don't weigh anything. What am I? A. The shadow of an
elephant! Q. I have a neck, but no head, and I wear a baseball cap. What am I? A. A bottle! Q. Why is an island like the letter T? A. They're both in the middle of the water! Q. A man was driving a truck. His headlights weren't on, and the moon wasn't out. In front of him, a woman dressed in black began to cross the road. Fortunately, the
man braked so she could cross. How did he see her? A. It was the middle of the day! Q. You can break me without touching me, or even see me. What am I? A. A promise Q. When you want to use me, you throw me away. When you're done using me, you bring me in. What am I? A. An anchor. Q. How many seconds is it in a year? A.
Twelve-2 January, February 2nd, March 2nd... Q. There is a house with four walls. All walls are facing south. A bear is circling the house. What color is the bear? A. White. If all the walls of the house are facing south, the house must be on the North Pole, so the bear is a polar bear. Q. What's the difference between a jeweler and a prison
guard? A. A jeweler sells watches, and a prison guard watches cells! Q. Name next letter of this sequence: J F M A M J J J A S O N ? A. D. The sequence contains the first letter of each month, in order. Q. How do you make number one disappear? A. Add the letter G and then presto-it's Gone! Q. I'm an odd number. If you delete one of
the letters in my name, I'll be even. What number am I? A. Seven. (Remove S!) Q. A girl fell off a 30-foot ladder, but she was not injured at all. How is this possible? A. She fell off the bottom step! Q. A magician promises that he can throw a ball as hard as he can and make it stop, change direction, and get back to him. He claims he can
do it without the ball bouncing off anything, the ball is tied to something, or the use of magnets. How is this possible? A. He throws the ball straight up in the air! Q. There are three apples on a table and you remove two of them. How many apples do you have now? A. Two, of course! Q. Can you name three consecutive days without using
the words Wednesday, Friday or Sunday? A. Yesterday, today and tomorrow. F. whereas there is a single-storey house where everything inside is pink: pink walls, pink doors, pink floors, pink ceilings, pink windows, pink curtains, pink chairs and pink tables; What color is the stairs? A. There are no —it's a single-storey house! Q. A
(k)night, a king and a queen entered a castle. There was no one in the castle when they entered, and no one entered the castle while they were there. The next day, three people came out of the castle. Who were they? A. The King, the Queen and the Knight! Q. How many cats can you put in an empty box? A. One. After that, the box is
no longer empty. Q. What starts with e, ends with e, and contains a letter? A. An envelope. Q. What has a head, a foot and four legs? A. A bed. What did Tin Man say when he was run over by a steamroller? Curses! Foil again! Insted by Paul Stewart, Richmond, Utah Q: What did the schizophrenic bookkeeper say? A: I hear invoices!



Stephen Pickering, Marshall, Michigan Q: How far can a fox run into a grove? A: Only halfway through —then he's running out of it! Q: I travel all over the world, but always stay in my corner. What am I? A: A stamp. Q: With pointed fangs I sit and wait; with piercing force I chalk out fate; grabbing victims, proclamation perhaps; physically
merge with a single bite. What am I? A: A stapler Q: What kind of coat is always wet when you turn it on? A: A layer of paint. Q: How many seconds are there in a year? A: 12 of them: 2 Nd, 2nd February, 2nd March, 2nd April, 2nd Of May, 2nd of July, 2nd August, 2nd of September, 2nd October, 2nd November, 2nd December, 2nd
December. Q: What has 13 hearts, but no other organs? A: A deck of cards. Q: How many bananas can you eat if your stomach is empty? A: Just one —after that, it's not empty anymore. Q: What do you call a bear without an ear? A: A b. F: Why was the chef ashamed? A: Because he saw salad dressing! Q: Where is the sea the
deepest? A: On the bottom! Q: What do you break before using it? A: An egg! Q: A man rode into town on Tuesday, and left two days later on Tuesday. How do you do that? A: His horse is called Tuesday! Q: Why is the letter A the most like a flower? A: Because B is after it. Q: What are two things you wouldn't eat after waking up? A:
Lunch and dinner. Q: Why did the boy throw a bucket out the window? A: He wanted to see the waterfall. Q: Why did the boy throw butter out the window? A: He wanted to see the butterfly. Q: Why did the boy throw his watch out the window? A: He wanted to see time fly. Q: What is the most curious letter? A: Y? Q: What did zero say to
eight? A: Nice belt. Q: What do pandas have that no other animal has? A: Baby pandas! Q: Why can't someone who lives in Maine be buried in Florida? A: Because he's still alive! Q: What month has 28 days? A: All of them, stupid! Q: What starts with a P, ends with an E, and has thousands of letters? A: The post office! Q: What kind of
cheese is made backwards? A: Edam. Q: Which word starts and ends with an E, but has only one letter? A: Envelope! Q: Which five-letter word gets shorter when you add two letters to it? A: Short! Q: Poor people have it. Rich people need it. You eat it, you die. What's up? A: Nothing! Q: I have a head but no body, a heart but no blood.
Just leaves and no branches, I grow without wood. What am I? A: Salad! Q: What do you throw when you want to use it, but take in when you don't want to use it? A: An anchor. Q: What only gets wetter the more it dries? A: A towel! Q: What's easy to get into, but hard to get out of? A: Problem. Q: A man drives his car along, and when he
gets to a hotel he shouts, I'm bankrupt! Why? A: He plays Monopoly. Q: If a red house is made of red bricks, has a red wooden door, and a red roof, and a yellow house is made of yellow bricks, has a yellow wooden door, and a yellow roof, what is a green house made of? A: Glass. Q: What can run, but never goes? Have a mouth, but
never talk? Have a head, but never cry? Have a bed, but never sleep? A: A river. Q: The man who did it doesn't want it. The man who bought it doesn't need it. The man who needs it doesn't know it. What am I talking about? A: A coffin. Q: This word I know? Six letters it contains. Remove the last .... and only 12 remain. What is the word?
A: Dozens of Q: Yellow I see and massive I weigh. In the morning, I come to brighten your day. What am I? A: A school bus. Q: I'm the beginning of the end, and at the end of time and space. I am essential to creation, and I surround every place. Who am I? A: Letter E. What do December have that other months don't have? The letter D.
D.
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